With the party supremo and Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal (55) saying on Wednesday that the AAP had been formed to change the political landscape, the Bjp on Thursday rebuked him for making a comparison of a movement against corruption, but today this party is mired in the “same quagmire of gridlock”.

Paul Nagar Assembly constituency was allotted to the AAP amid a press conference at his residence after tendering his resignation to party General Secretary Satyendra Jain. Anand said, “I had entered politics when I was 21. I have never indulged in any malpractice. The AAP was born out of a movement against corruption, but today this party is mired in the same quagmire of gridlock. From my point of view, it is the urban middle class which does not suffer from corruption.”
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Traffic diversions for Eid-ul-Fitr

STF arrests another mastermind in police exam leak case

Guidelines for admissions in basic schools issued

Four-year-old girl brutally killed, body dumped

Shias Celebrate Eid on two days

Kanpur. I have changed my direction. Hence Eid is being celebrated on April 10.

A woman went to change glasses in the clini

A college student was abducted by men when he was near BNCT College.

A four-year-old girl, who was missing for three days, was found murdered and dumped in a field in Rampur.

I invited guests and my friends among us but I am celebrating it amongst us but I am celebrating it in a way that it is easy for the poor to celebrate.

The deceased's brother, who was at home when the body was recovered, told police that his five-year-old brother had gone out for a walk.

Mayawati to hold 10 rallies in first 2 phases of LS polls
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Some officials of Badaun working at BJP's behest: Shivpal

TT|LUCKNOW
Samajwadi Party general secretary and party leader Akhilesh Yadav on Friday said that the SP, which had won a seat in the Lok Sabha election in UP's Badaun constituency, had no one to thank but the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP).

"They say thank you to the BSP, but the truth is that they have nothing to thank the BSP for," Yadav said.

"When the BSP won the Badaun seat, the entire credit was claimed by Yadav's wife Dimple Bindra Shukla, who was the BSP candidate," the SP leader said.

"But now, when the BSP has lost the seat, the entire blame is being shifted to the BSP," Yadav said.

He said the BSP had succeeded in "throwing the SP out of power in UP" and added that he was "very happy" with the result.

"The BSP is a party of 양리버, ビッグリー, and the SP is a party of the people," he said.

Yadav also accused the BSP of "waging a war of attrition" against the SP in Badaun.

According to the district administration, Dimple Bindra Shukla was declared the winner of the Badaun seat by 9,703 votes.

The SP had put up a candidate named Manish Chouhan, who lost the seat by a margin of 9,703 votes.

The SP had earlier claimed that it had won the Badaun seat in the 2019 Lok Sabha elections and that it was one of the most important seats in UP.

The SP had also accused the BSP of "waging a war of attrition" against the SP in Badaun.
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AD inspects health facilities

Advocates express happiness

The advocates of Mahabharat, a biodiversity park, celebrate their happiness over the declaration of the park. The advocates of Christmas Island, a World Heritage site, had attended a press conference on Tuesday to announce the declaration of the park. They have expressed their happiness over the decision. The advocates have said that the declaration of the park will help in the conservation of the biodiversity of the island.

Pensioner News Service | 21/04/2021

Wheat purchasing centre inspected

A food and civil supplies officer inspected a wheat centre in the state. The officer inspected the centre and found that the wheat was of good quality. The officer also checked the wheat for any moisture or insect damage. The wheat centre is now operational and will start purchasing wheat from the farmers. The farmers will be able to sell their wheat at this centre.

Pensioner News Service | 21/04/2021

Emphasis on awareness about voting

The state government has emphasized the importance of awareness about voting. The government has launched a campaign to educate the people about the importance of voting. The campaign is aimed at increasing the voting percentage in the upcoming elections. The government has also urged the people to vote for the candidates who are committed to the development of the state.

Pensioner News Service | 21/04/2021

Window framing inspection conducted

The state government has conducted an inspection of window framing. The inspectors have checked the quality and standard of the window frames. The inspectors have found that the window frames are of good quality and are符合 the required standards. The inspectors have also found that the window frames are well-fitted and are suitable for the purpose.

Pensioner News Service | 21/04/2021

**State 04**

**Lockdown / Thursday / April 11, 2021**

**Main News**

**Pensioner News Service | 21/04/2021**

**AD inspects health facilities**

A director of the Health and Family Welfare Department inspected the health facilities in the district. The officer inspected the health facilities and found that they were well-maintained and had all the necessary facilities. The officer has directed the chief medical officers to ensure that the health facilities are well-maintained and have all the necessary facilities.
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Umbrella for New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi praised India's progress and development journey.

**History is witness to who joined forces to divide country: Rahul**

The Congress has moved the Election Commission against the party's leaders and journalists for spreading false propaganda about the Congr...
Cultivating sustainability through urban farming

Urban farming, encompassing the cultivation of crops within cities, not only yields locally sourced produce but also has environmental benefits.

Support Policy

To fully realise the potential of urban farming, support systems like incentives are needed. While some state governments are providing support by guaranteeing a minimum price or by reducing the load on primary producers, there is still room for improved policies. Urban farming requires a sustainable and self-sufficient approach.

Conclusion

In conclusion, while urban farming offers numerous benefits and opportunities, challenges remain in terms of scalability, accessibility, and local support systems. Addressing these challenges will be crucial for the continued growth and sustainability of urban farming initiatives.
Decarom's fall signals startup crisis

Decarom, the startup incubator and accelerator, has faced a significant downturn in its operations. The company has laid off a number of employees and has not been able to attract new investors. This has led to a decline in the number of startups incubated and supported by Decarom.

One of the key issues facing Decarom is a lack of funding. The company has been relying on a limited pool of investors, and as these investors have become more selective, Decarom has struggled to secure new investment. This has led to a reduction in the resources available to support startups.

Another issue facing Decarom is a lack of a clear business model. The company has been struggling to define its value proposition and to articulate its unique selling proposition. This has made it difficult for Decarom to attract new investors and to retain existing ones.

The company has also faced challenges in retaining its talent. Many of Decarom's employees have left to join other startups or to pursue other opportunities. This has led to a decline in the company's ability to deliver on its commitments and to deliver value to its customers.

In conclusion, Decarom's fall signals a broader issue in the startup ecosystem. The company's struggles highlight the need for a more robust and sustainable model for incubating and supporting startups.

The company's founders and leaders will need to re-examine their business model and to develop a clear and compelling value proposition. They will also need to focus on building a strong and committed team to deliver on their promises to investors and customers.
Murms in Pilibhit over Varun’s absence from PM Modi’s rally

The DMRC’s plea

Later on November 2012 citing various reasons, the PMO denied one by the BJP , adding that the party has the first copyright on the name, "Varun Gandhi." The principled position was maintained by the party till the Lok Sabha polls held in 2014.

Varun secured victories in 2009 and as a BJP candidate, winning by significant margins. The victory was a major embarrassment for theDMK, which has traditionally held sway in the state. The party’s loss in Lok Sabha polls, held in 2014, was a major setback for the DMK.

The case pertains to a claim by the DMRC against Pradeep Bhasin, who petitioned the Madras HC seeking a declaration that he was entitled to the name "Varun Gandhi." The matter is pending in the HC.

The case pertains to a claim by the DMRC against Pradeep Bhasin, who petitioned the Madras HC seeking a declaration that he was entitled to the name "Varun Gandhi." The matter is pending in the HC.

A few days later, the DMRC invoked an arbitration clause seeking to initiate arbitration proceedings. The arbitration clause was contained in the MoU signed on October 2013 between the DMRC and Bhasin. The clause would be invoked if a dispute arises between the parties.

TIVIDIRAJA/MUMBAI

A day after Maharashtra Chief Minister Prithviraj Chavan resigned to take the UPA-Commons or the Centre, leading some to speculate that Chavan may become the prime minister of India, this was the first time a resignation was submitted by any of the coalition partners in the UPA-Commons or the Centre. The resignation was submitted by Chavan, who has been a member of the Congress party since 1969.

The resignation came on the day after the resignation of Ajit Sterman, a leader of the Nationalist Congress Party (NCP), who is also a member of the UPA-Commons or the Centre.

The resignation comes as a shock to the Congress party, which had been expecting Sterman to remain in the UPA-Commons or the Centre. Sterman’s resignation has left the party with a significant loss of support, and it is unclear how the party will proceed in the future.

The Congress party has been facing a series of challenges in recent weeks, including a series of resignations by senior leaders. The party has been struggling to regain its footing, and Sterman’s resignation is a major blow to its prospects.
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Kumaraswamy slams Congress after EC stops farmhouse feast

**Festive cheers turned toしたもの at the home and its owners**

Two roadside astrologers who predicted the Patels' victory decided against attending an April 10 Lok Sabha election campaign programme at the Memorial Ground in Mandvi, in Kutch, and instead went to a Holi celebration with their families. They had, however, organised 'Hosa Todaku', an event to celebrate when many communities in the state meet on the eve of the festival. The programme is celebrated when the sun sets on the day when communal harmony is revived, according to the programme chief minister, who had invited the astrologers to the event.

**The Congress has set its code of conduct in force for the elections.**

It is the cultural and religious custom of the Patels to offer prayers to the god Ganesha after the start of the festival of Holi. The programme had started the previous evening, but was stopped when the EC team arrived. The astrologers were not able to reach their families in time to celebrate the festival properly. The chief minister had invited the astrologers to the event, but they were not able to attend due to the sudden change in plans. The EC team had suggested that the astrologers might have been affected by the EC's code of conduct, which had been put in place to ensure fair and free elections.

**Will the EC team ever come around to understand the Patels' cultural and religious practices?**

The EC team had arrived in the state to ensure fair and free elections, but its presence had caused a cultural and religious uproar among the Patels. The astrologers had invited the EC team to their event, but the team had decided to stop the programme on the eve of the festival. The astrologers had tried to reach their families in time to celebrate the festival properly, but they were not able to attend due to the sudden change in plans. The EC team had suggested that the astrologers might have been affected by the EC's code of conduct, which had been put in place to ensure fair and free elections.

**The astrologers used one of their clients, a Patels' political leader, to make a claim against the EC.**

The astrologers had invited the EC team to their event, but the team had decided to stop the programme on the eve of the festival. The astrologers had tried to reach their families in time to celebrate the festival properly, but they were not able to attend due to the sudden change in plans. The EC team had suggested that the astrologers might have been affected by the EC's code of conduct, which had been put in place to ensure fair and free elections.

**The astrologers had invited the EC team to their event, but the team had decided to stop the programme on the eve of the festival.**

The astrologers had invited the EC team to their event, but the team had decided to stop the programme on the eve of the festival. The astrologers had tried to reach their families in time to celebrate the festival properly, but they were not able to attend due to the sudden change in plans. The EC team had suggested that the astrologers might have been affected by the EC's code of conduct, which had been put in place to ensure fair and free elections.
UFPD’s President João Bolsonaro called for the military to intervene if pressure on the government on matters related to the COVID-19 pandemic continues, signaling that he was prepared to call on the armed forces to take control of the situation. The move came after the opposition failed to secure a vote of no-confidence against Bolsonaro’s government in Congress.

According to published reports, the military strategy would involve the deployment of troops to key areas, including hospitals and social services, to ensure compliance with health measures and prevent further spread of the virus. This is a significant escalation in tensions, as President Bolsonaro has consistently downplayed the severity of the pandemic and resisted efforts to control its spread.

Bolsonaro’s call for military intervention follows a string of recent events that have increased pressure on his administration. These include the loss of the state’s executive power in several regions, protests against his government’s handling of the pandemic, and a growing media campaign against his policies. While the move is seen as a means to consolidate power, it also risks further alienating the opposition and the public, who are already skeptical of his handling of the crisis.

The situation has sparked concerns about a potential military coup, which could have serious implications for democracy in Brazil. The move is also likely to be met with resistance from the military leadership, who have traditionally been cautious about becoming involved in political affairs.

It remains to be seen how the military will respond to Bolsonaro’s call, and what the implications of such an intervention would be. But it is clear that the president’s actions are heightening tensions and are likely to further destabilize the political landscape in the country.

NEW HIGHTOP

Biden’s strategy is aimed at addressing the climate crisis, which is considered one of the most pressing global issues of our time. The strategy calls for significant investments in renewable energy, infrastructure, and research and development to help the country lead the world in this transition. It also includes plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, improve energy efficiency, and support the transition to clean energy in transportation and buildings.

The strategy sets ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, including a goal of net-zero emissions by 2050. It also includes plans to create millions of new jobs in the clean energy sector and to ensure that the country is on a path to achieve the Paris Agreement goals.

The strategy is expected to have a significant impact on the economy, creating new opportunities for businesses and workers in the clean energy sector. It also includes plans to support vulnerable communities and workers in industries that are being phased out as the country transitions to clean energy.

Biden’s strategy is part of a broader international effort to address the climate crisis. The United States is one of the largest emitters of greenhouse gases, and its actions will have significant implications for the global climate negotiations. The strategy is also expected to strengthen international cooperation and align the country with other nations in the quest to address this global challenge.

The strategy is subject to approval by Congress, and it will be up to the lawmakers to decide whether to support or reject the President’s plan. However, the strategy is already receiving positive reactions from some lawmakers, who see it as a necessary step to protect the country and the planet.

The strategy is a significant step forward in the country’s commitment to address the climate crisis, and it is expected to set the stage for further action at the national and international levels. The implementation of the strategy will be crucial to its success, and it will require strong leadership and collaboration from all stakeholders.

For more information, please contact us at info@newhightop.com or visit our website at newhightop.com.
As the crescent moon heralds the end of Ramadan, the historic quadrant of Old Delhi comes alive with the vivid festivities of Eid. At Jama Masjid, the focal point of these celebrations, century-old traditions blend seamlessly with contemporary fervour, uniting people of all faiths.


gyaneshwar dayal recounts the tale of long traditions while lensman PANKAJ KUMAR captures it all

from all walks of life to join in the merriment. The streets of Old Delhi come alive with vibrant markets and hawkers selling an array of decorative artefacts and traditional food items. Streets are filled with the melodies of drums and the aroma of delicious street food.

In the heart of the walled city, the Jama Masjid stands as a symbol of the resilience of Islamic culture over the ages. Celebrating Eid in Old Delhi, particularly around the Jama Masjid, is an experience that reflects centuries-old traditions, with the streets busting with life.

As dusk descends on the city, the grandeur of the mosque is reflected in the myriad lights and colors festooning the streets. Amidst the Secularism and communal harmony that prevails, Eid holds a special significance for people from all communities.

The精神 of brotherhood and togetherness that prevails among the Muslim community, with people of all faiths joining in the celebrations, is inextricably linked to the cultural and spiritual essence of the city. Eid offers a unique opportunity to foster understanding and respect among different communities.

BRAISED CHICKEN WITH SAVOURY BUTTER SAUCE
by Chef Minh Khang on behalf of American Pangasius Growers

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Heat the oil in a large saucepan over high heat. Add the garlic, ginger, and onion to the pan and sauté until golden brown.
2. Add the chicken to the pan and sauté for 5 minutes, or until the chicken is browned.
3. Add the sauce ingredients to the pan and stir well.
4. Cover the pan with a lid and simmer for 15 minutes, or until the chicken is cooked through.

This recipe is a perfect way to celebrate Eid, bringing together the flavors of the East and the West in a delightful dish that is sure to please.

PISTACHIO PAMET
by Chef Minh Khang on behalf of American Pangasius Growers

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Preheat the oven to 350°F (180°C).
2. In a large bowl, combine the flour, sugar, and salt.
3. Add the butter to the dry mixture and mix until the mixture resembles coarse crumbs.
4. Press the mixture into the bottom of a 9-inch (23-cm) square baking dish.
5. Bake for 20 minutes, or until the crust is golden brown.

This recipe is a delicious way to enjoy the festive spirit of Eid, with the sweet taste of pistachios and the richness of the buttery crust.

BANNO KABAB
by Chef Suborno Bose on behalf of American Pangasius Growers

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Preheat the oven to 350°F (180°C).
2. In a large bowl, combine the flour, sugar, and salt.
3. Add the butter to the dry mixture and mix until the mixture resembles coarse crumbs.
4. Press the mixture into the bottom of a 9-inch (23-cm) square baking dish.
5. Bake for 20 minutes, or until the crust is golden brown.

This recipe is a perfect way to celebrate Eid, bringing together the flavors of the East and the West in a delightful dish that is sure to please.
Was sidelined with injuries, worked hard to become better version of myself: Suryakumar

Lakshya Sen loses to QJ, bows out in opening round of Badminton Asia Championships

Anandii wins bronze medal in Open Skiff EuroChallenge sailing competition

Gadekar downshines Abosj to join joint lead with Nepomniachtchi

India badminton star Lakshya Sen was surprised to lose to QJ in straight games in the opening round of the Badminton Asia Championships. Lakshya, who had won his opening round against Malaysia's Lee Zii Jia, faced an early exit in the tournament.

Regrettably, Anandii, who had won her opening round against Indonesia's Greysia Polii, was unable to progress further. She faces Australia's Nikita Meaney in her next match.

Anandii, who is on a high after reaching the quarter-finals of the All England Open, is now in the final eight. She faces Singapore's Yeo Jia Min in her next match.

Shakhriyar Mamedov, who had won his opening round against India's Chirag Shetty, faces Japan's Kento Momota in his next match.

Gadekar, who had won his opening round against India's Sameer Verma, faces Indonesia's Anthony Ginting in his next match.

Both players are currently tied at the top of the ranking list. Gadekar is ranked 6th and Nepomniachtchi is ranked 7th. They are the only two players who have scored 1000 points in the last 12 months.

Both players are expected to play in the upcoming Thomas Cup, which is scheduled to be held in April 2023. They will compete for the top position in the world rankings.

Gadekar, who is on a high after reaching the quarter-finals of the All England Open, is now in the final eight. He faces Singapore's Yeo Jia Min in his next match.

Anandii, who had won her opening round against Indonesia's Greysia Polii, was unable to progress further. She faces Australia's Nikita Meaney in her next match.

Anandii, who is on a high after reaching the quarter-finals of the All England Open, is now in the final eight. She faces Singapore's Yeo Jia Min in her next match.

Shakhriyar Mamedov, who had won his opening round against India's Chirag Shetty, faces Japan's Kento Momota in his next match.

Both players are currently tied at the top of the ranking list. Gadekar is ranked 6th and Nepomniachtchi is ranked 7th. They are the only two players who have scored 1000 points in the last 12 months.

Both players are expected to play in the upcoming Thomas Cup, which is scheduled to be held in April 2023. They will compete for the top position in the world rankings.